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I usually start my annual obligatory (imposed on me by the society I occupy, would not
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there was nothing to say about it. Upon which Susanna say, “Mira, do you remember
anything about what we were just looking at?”
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Ghastly huge work, all 689 inches wide of it: AIDA Makoto, “Jumble of 100 Flowers” 2017-2017. Acrylic
on canvas, 79 x 689 inches.

As a living artist I have to admit that I would like to see my work well presented and
represented at such an art fair, but by the end of my rather incomplete tour of Pier 94,
my friends and I felt terribly tired, and further and more dangerously, dispirited about
the whole idea of being artists.
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SHield and cover, Crow, Northern Plains, c.1870, buffalo hide and paint, Donald Ellis Gallery

Shield and Cover, Mescalero Apache, Southern Plains c.1880, buffalo hide and paint, Donald Ellis
Gallery

Plains Indians, drawing, Donald Elllis Gallery

Plains Indians, late 19th century, Donald Ellis Gallery

I discovered a few Jack Tworkov works in a couple of galley booths: his poetic
elegance and measure always sing out to me. Next an exhibition at Jonathan Boos of
Jacob Lawrence works from the 30s,40s, and 50s, beautiful color, tenderly observed
details, jagged forms. A small richly impasto Jess vase of ﬂowers on a thin panel, an
intense Ossorio.

